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DIVYS INTERNATIONAL, LLC AT SMTAI IN ORLANDO

INDIANAPOLIS, IN, SEPTEMBER 20, 2010: DIVYS International, LLC, a new PCB Supplier with a wealth of industry experience will be showcasing “Printed Circuit Boards without the Risk!” Divsys, one of the few Printed Circuit Board brokers that actually test every lot in their in-house Military-style laboratory for defects not traceable without cross-section lab analysis, is exploding onto the trade show scene. The booth will be staffed with one or more PC Board Experts, veterans who were involved in the actual fabrication, design and assembly of Printed Circuit Boards instead of the typical salespeople associated with trade show staffing.

In the aftermath of the closing of Diversified Systems, Inc., much of the management team joined forces to open DIVSYS International, LLC., a woman-owned company. The brain trust at DIVSYS has years of actual board fabrication and EMS experience
in the high-reliability required markets, such as aerospace, military, automotive, medical device and bio-medical industries. This advantage benefits both the customer and supplier, as our industry experts know that a good board is more than a pretty / shiny object. *It is what you can’t see that causes the immediate or latent defects.* Once components are assembled on the board, it is extremely difficult to pinpoint the board as the root cause of a problem. Elimination of this (defective board) factor is the primary key to reducing or eliminating product failures. Low-end board brokers are banking on the customer’s inability to validate the board before the components are placed. Once the components are placed, the cost of failure analysis skyrockets, and the resources to narrow the responsibility to the board supplier are hard to find and expensive once found. The low-end board suppliers have the advantage in this scenario. DIVSYS International has entered the game to level the playing field.
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